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ABSTRACT: End-users are provided with plentiful contents using a type of Internet cloud service called Content 
Service. A technology known as Content Multi-homing is used to ensure high performance in offering content services 
to end-users. Multiple geographically distributed data centers generate contents and the generated contents are 
delivered by multiple distributed content distribution networks (CDNs). The major contributors for the cost of content 
service are electricity costs for DC and usage costs for CDNs. Scheduling data centers and CDNs has a tremendous 
consequence for optimizing content service cost, as usage costs ands electricity prices vary across DC and CDNs. A 
content service provider chooses a data center to generate contents based on data availability, performance, cost and 
other reasons. Second, contents can also be delivered by a group of CDNs distributed over the Internet. To minimize 
the content service cost a framework called MCSCIDCUM is used which dynamically balances end-user’s loads among 
DCs and CDNs. Real life electricity prices and CDN traces are used as input. Experiments demonstrate that 
MCSCIDCUM effectively reduces the cost of content service by more than 40%. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Multihoming refers to a computer or device connected to more than one computer network. It can be used, for 

example, to increase the reliability of an Internet Protocol network, such as a user served by more than one Internet 
service provider. Contents are generated from multiple geographically distributed Data centers and delivered by 
multiple distributed by CDNs. Recent years have witnessed the proliferation of cloud computing. Content service, such 
as video streaming, is a type of cloud-computing service that provides end-users plentiful contents. Content service 
utilizes two types of infrastructure data center and content distribution network. A data center is the origin of contents it 
serves the end users’ requests, generates contents, and sends them back to end-users. 

A CDN is responsible for efficient delivery of contents it replicates contents originated from a data center, and 
uses the locally stored contents to serve end-users’ requests. To ensure high performance for content delivering, content 
service utilizes a technology known as content multi-homing for content generation and distribution. First, contents can 
be generated from a group of data centers distributed in different regions. For instance, it was reported that Google 
operated 19 data centers throughout the US. 

A content service provider chooses a data center to generate contents based on data availability, performance, 
cost and other reasons. Second, contents can also be delivered by a group of CDNs distributed over the Internet. For 
instance, it was reported that to deliver video contents, Hulu and Netflix used three CDNs Akamai, Limelight, and 
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Level3. A content service provider chooses a CDN based on performance, cost and other reasons. As data centers 
develop rapidly to meet the soaring cloud-computing demands, the consumption and cost of energy by data centers are 
skyrocketing. 

Recent studies showed that large-scale data centers consumed dozens of Megawatt and incurred a total cost as 
high as 56M dollars per year; data centers consumed about 1.3% of the total worldwide supplied electricity and this 
fraction would grow to 8% by 2020. 

Electricity cost minimization for data centers is an important research problem. There is growing interest in 
how to choose CDNs for content delivery and minimize the CDN usage costs while the performance requirement is 
satisfied. A few recent studies took a constrained optimization approach to the usage cost minimization for CDNs. 
While minimizing electricity costs for data centers and minimizing usage costs for CDNs are both good for reducing 
the content service cost, most recent works took either the former or latter approach. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) deliver web content to end-users from a large distributed platform of web 
servers hosted in data centers belonging to thousands of Internet Service Providers (ISPs) around the world. The 
bandwidth cost incurred by a CDN is the sum of the amounts it pays each ISP for routing traffic from its servers located 
in that ISP out to end-users. A large enterprise may also contract with multiple ISPs to provide redundant Internet 
access for its origin infrastructure using technologies such as multihoming and mirroring, thereby incurring a 
significant bandwidth cost across multiple ISPs. The project Optimizing Algorithm initiates the formal algorithmic 
study of bandwidth cost minimization in the context of a large enterprise or a CDN, a problem area that is both 
algorithmically rich and practically very  important.  
 
A. Existing system 

Electricity cost minimization for data centers is an important research problem. Most existing work tackles 
this problem by exploiting the electricity price variation in location or time, and scheduling end-users’ load among 
geographically distributed data centers or among time slots with different electricity prices. 

Electricity costs for data centers and usage costs for CDNs are another major contributor to the content service 
cost. There is growing interest in choosing CDNs for content delivery and minimize the CDN usage costs while the 
performance requirement is satisfied. 
 
Drawbacks of Existing system 

 There is growing interest in how to choose CDNs for content delivery 
 Minimize the CDN usage costs while the performance requirement is not satisfied 
 Speed is not much satisfiable 

 
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 
We discuss how to choose data centres for content generation and CDNs for content delivery so as 

environment. The minimization of content service cost is formulated from service provider’s perspective and it can 
significantly reduce the operation cost so as to maximize the profits. 

Note that the content services we discuss are not real-time, such as VoIP. Hence, contents can be replicated in 
CDNs without compromising the quality of service. To this end, we propose a novel load scheduling framework named 
MCSCIDCUM (Cost Optimization for Internet Content Multihoming). MCSCIDCUM takes a holistic approach to the 
content service cost minimization by formulating an optimization problem that minimizes the sum of electricity costs 
for data centres and usage costs for CDNs as well as guaranteeing service performance requirements. 

The contributions of this paper are twofold. We study an important research problem: the content service cost 
minimization. To our best knowledge, our work is the first that takes a holistic approach by covering the content service 
cost from the content generation to the content delivery, i.e., the electricity costs for data centres and the usage costs for 
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CDNs; Our extensive experiments show that MCSCIDCUM is effective in reducing the content service cost. Moreover, 
MCSCIDCUM is proposed with the real-world practicality in mind. MCSCIDCUM takes as inputs the real-time 
electricity prices on data centre sites and the real-time usage costs of CDNs, and satisfies the realworld constraints, 
such as the processing capacities of data centres and CDNs, and the data availability situation in data centres. Thus, 
MCSCIDCUM is amenable to deployment in the real world. 
 
Advantages 

 MCSCIDCUM effectively reduces the content service cost by more than 40%. 
 Optimizing electricity cost for data centers. 
 Optimizing cost for CDNs. 

The input design is the link between the information system and the user. It comprises the developing 
specification and procedures for data preparation and those steps are necessary to put transaction data in to a usable 
form for processing can be achieved by inspecting the computer to read data from a written or printed document or it 
can occur by having people keying the data directly into the system. The design of input focuses on controlling the 
amount of input required, controlling the errors, avoiding delay, avoiding extra steps and keeping the process simple. 
The input is designed in such a way so that it provides security and ease of use with retaining the privacy. 

A quality output is one, which meets the requirements of the end user and presents the information clearly. In 
any system results of processing are communicated to the users and to other system through outputs. 

In output design it is determined how the information is to be displaced for immediate need and also the hard 
copy output. It is the most important and direct source information to the user. 
 

IV. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK 
 

The real time electricity prices and CDN traces are used as input. For instance To explain the designing 
method, whole process is given about how a request of dynamic content data is processed. 

The user group ul requests the dynamic content data dm through CDN cj periodically. Usually, CDN cj will 
cache the static content in their own servers, and only the dynamic content data in data center is focused here. Hence, 
CDN cj will distribute its requests to origin data centers which has the data. 

Here it is assumed as data center nk receives this request, and nk will serve this request and sends the desired 
data dm to CDN c j. After receiving the data, cj will send it to ul . In this request distribution process, the number of 
requests from user group ul to CDN cj for the data dm is represented by the function of fuc(ul ;cj;dm); similarly, the 
function of fcd(cj;nk;dm) represents the number of requests which CDN cj distributes to data center nk for the data dm. 
Few studies have investigated the content service cost minimization problem and took both electricity costs for data 
centers and usage costs for CDNs into consideration. Therefore it would be interesting to study the content service cost 
minimization problem from the perspective of scheduling end-users’ loads among data centers and CDNs to minimize 
the sum of electricity costs for data centers and usage costs for CDNs. In MCSCIDCUM, a study is undergone to 
choose data centers for content generation and CDNs for content delivery so as to minimize the content service cost in 
a content-multi homing environment. The minimization of content service cost is formulated from service provider’s 
perspective and it can significantly reduce the operation cost so as to maximize the profits. Hence, contents can be 
replicated in CDNs without compromising the quality of service. To this end, a load scheduling framework named 
MCSCIDCUM. MCSCIDCUM takes a holistic approach to the content service cost minimization by formulating an 
optimization problem that minimizes the sum of electricity costs for data centers and usage costs for CDNs as well as 
Guaranteeing service performance requirements. The contributions of MCSCIDCUM paper are twofold an important 
research problem the content service cost minimization. MCSCIDCUM project is the first that takes a holistic approach 
by covering the content service cost from the content generation to the content delivery, i.e., the electricity costs for 
data centers and the usage costs for CDNs; The project show that MCSCIDCUM is effective in reducing the content 
service cost. Moreover, MCSCIDCUM is proposed with the realworld practicality in mind. MCSCIDCUM takes as 
inputs the real-time electricity prices on data center sites and the real-time usage costs of CDNs, and satisfies the real-
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world constraints, such as the processing capacities of data centers and CDNs, and the data availability situation in data 
centers. Thus, MCSCIDCUM is amenable to deployment in the real world. 
 
COMIC Framework 

In this section, we give an overview of our proposed COMIC framework to optimize the sum of electricity 
costs for data centers and usage costs for CDNs through content multihoming. The entities in the COMIC framework 
mainly include four parts: user group, data, CDN and data center.  
1) User group: A user group is the set of users who are represented by the one and same identity in the COMIC 
framework. For example, the users physically close to each other and served by the same regional ISP may be 
aggregated into a user group. In the following section, we do not distinguish between user and user group. 
2) Data: Data are the collection of content objects that the users request through the Internet. A content provider can 
have several types of content objects, such as a video in an online video website or an email or a message. Note that 
there are both static content (e.g., images) and dynamic content (e.g., PHP) in a request. However, the static content is 
usually cached in the replica server of CDNs, we only consider the dynamic content in data center1. 
3) CDN: a CDN is a large distributed system of servers which replicates contents originated from data centers, and 
delivers the locally stored contents to end-users through network. In small geographical regions, such as a city, the 
pricing function of a CDN may be the same. However, different geographical regions in a CDN or the same 
geographical region in different CDNs may charge differently. We use charging region to refer to the geographical 
region which has the same pricing function within a certain CDN. 
4) Data center: a data center is a collection of servers in a certain location to serve the data requests from users. Note 
that the electricity cost of a data center depends on not only the size of arrival requests, but also the local real-time 
electricity price in the modern power grid.  
 

 
Fig: Architecture 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 

Our experimental setup includes three parts: data centers and workload data, the usage pricing for CDNs, and 
electricity pricing on data center sites. 
 

 
 

Fig a: Communication cost Vs no of users graph 
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Fig b: Electricity cost Vs no of users graph 
 

 
 

Fig c: Time consumption Vs user requests 
 
This graphs are taken on following configuration- 
 
Windows Edition: Windows 8 
Processor: Intel(R) core (TM) i3-3110M CPU @ 2.40GHz 
RAM: 4.00 GB 
System Type: 64-bit operating system, x64 based processor 

Results may vary according to the configuration. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 

Internet content service involves content generation from data centers and content delivery by CDNs. 
Electricity costs for data centers and usage costs for CDNs are two major contributors to content service cost. 

MCSCIDCUM involves the minimization of content service cost. A framework named MCSCIDCUM is proposed in 
this paper and a centralized optimization algorithm is developed to dynamically balance end-users’ loads among data 
centers and CDNs so as to minimize the content service cost in the content multi-homing environment. Real-life 
electricity prices and CDN prices are used to evaluate the effectiveness of MCSCIDCUM. Extensive experiments 
demonstrate that MCSCIDCUM effectively reduces the content service cost by more than 20%. 

In future, this work may be extended at high level and can also be implemented in colleges 
and Net centers to avoid over usage of internet. In colleges it can be used to provide only useful and necessary contents 
for students. Private pages can be accessed only by authorized user and there can be privacy in using private web-sites. 
The user and the provider both are benefited by using this MCSCIDCUM technique. This can be further extended even 
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more to provide reliable service to the entire state or a country as a whole. The recent experiments proved that the 
service cost for content delivery is being reduced by more than 20%. This framework can also reduce the cost by more 
than 40% in upcoming era. 
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